
 

Age Prevention SX-3800 
With young, fresh, healthy skin NeurotriS advanced micro-current treatments can 

slow the aging process, help maintain a youthful glow, deliver hydration balance 

and support cellular metabolism. The following treatments are based on skin types. 

If your client has minimal dysfunction like clogged pores or a few blemishes these 

treatment steps will apply.  

  Pre-Cleanse to remove cosmetics if applicable.  

 2nd Cleanse using water base foaming cleanser and utilize your 

Photon Probe to deep pore cleanse in the following manner. 

o Apply Positive Clip Cable to upper arm, insert photon probe. 

Choose Oxygen and set amplitude to client comfort, set ultra-

sonic on high for normal to dry skin and low for combination to 

oily skin.  

o Set LED to Green for blemishes and Blue for oily to 

combination Skin. Use circular motions for 2-3 minutes 

covering the entire face, focus on blackheads if needed. 

Remove cleanser.  

 Gently exfoliate with enzymes, soft scrubs, or dermaplane. 

 Perform extractions if needed no more than 3-5 minutes.  

 Using Infinity Probes large on black and small on red, apply 

Neurotris Conducting Gel.  

o Set to Refine Pico and adjust amplitude to client comfort. With 

probes set to 1 to2 inches apart begin on the right and gently 

glide the probes across the neck and up to the chin, continue 

to glide in scissor like fashion over mouth, around the cheeks. 

Stopping under the eye. Station the negative probe then use 



the positive probe in circular motions in the corners of the 

nose, glide over the cheeks continue gliding around the eyes 

and over the forehead and down the left side of the face in the 

same way you did the right. Eyes, cheek, nose, mouth, chin 

and neck. This total gentle gliding should take 3-5 minutes. 

Take care not to touch the tips of the Infinity probes and 

remember to keep the black above the red spaced no more 

than an inch apart.  

  Use Neurotris Hydrating mist to rehydrate Neurotris conducting 

gel.  

o Set the machine to Refine Pico adjusting amplitude to client 

comfort. Using the Infinity Probes large probe on black and 

small probe on red, focus on lips. Begin at the lower lip by 

setting the negative probe on lower lip fullness, pinching the 

lip between the probes concentrate on the perimeter of the lip 

holding 5-8 seconds as you go around the mouth for 2-3 

minutes. 

o Then move to the nasal lip folds with negative above positive 

lift and hold the mouth lines for 8-10 seconds do this on both 

sides of the mouth for 2-3 minutes.  

o Keeping the negative about positive use the erase movement 

slowly over upper lip and on lip folds around the entire mouth. 

Do this for 1-2 minutes. 

o Continue to the eye area holding the negative probe on the 

upper orbital bone, with circular motions apply the positive 

probe on the lower orbital bone and erase from the outside of 

the eye inwards for 1-3 minutes on each eye and in between 

the eyes on the glabella folds. Adjust amplitude to client 

comfort.   

 Option A: Refresh Neurotris conducting gel and switch to Gloves 

and clip cables.  

o Set to Tone begin using firm pressure and glide, lift and hold 

for 8-10 seconds at a time for each area of the neck, chin, 



cheeks, and forehead. Cover as much of the skin as possible 

taking care not to touch the gloves together. Do this for a total 

of 10-15 minutes, gently feather off.   

 Option B: Refresh Neurotris conducting gel and change to Pico 

Probes turn dial to single mode (Pico Probes will be working 

independent of each other)  

o Set to Tone using firm pressure glide, lift and hold for 8-10 

seconds at a time on the neck, chin, cheeks, and forehead. 

Cover as much of the skin as possible taking care not to touch 

the Pico Probes together. Do this for 10 -15 minutes in total.  

 Remove any traces of Neurotris gel and choose resting mask 

based on skin type. (cream for normal to dry, gel for combination or 

clay for oily or in T zones) remove as directed and tone if desired.  

 Apply water-based serums allow to absorb, apply a small amount 

of Neurotris conductive gel and penetrate product further by using 

Photon Probe with positive Infinity probe and small probe.  

o Set Ultrasonic to low, LED to green on the Photon probe, Set 

to Ion EMTA, adjust amplitude and use slow circular motions 

for 2-3 minutes covering the face and neck. Remove any 

conducting gel residue.  

 Finish with any additional serum, eye care, lip care, spf for day or 

nutrition/treat creams by night.  


